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Synthetic hydrographs are often used in stormwater management 
to provide estimates of peak rate, volume and time distribution of 
stormwater runoff. A hydrograph model based on the mathematical 
technique of convolution was developed using an exponential 
routing response function and the basic watershed continuity 
equation. After incorporating the model into a computer program, 
it was calibrated using hydrographs from four urban and three 
rural watersheds. The watersheds are located in regions of west 
and south Florida and range in size from 14.7 to 3500 acres. Two 
other hydrograph models, the Soil Conservation Service's Unit 
Hyd rograph ( SCS-UH) mode 1 and the Santa Barbara Urban Hydrograph 
(SBUH) model were also calibrated so that an unbiased comparison 
of the models could be made. The results of a graphical 
comparison and a sum of squared error analysis indicate that, for 
the seven watersheds involved, the continuous convolution model 
produces a more accurate hydrograph than the SBUH model between 
71.1 and 93.4 percent of the time. Continuous convolution also 
provides more accurate results when compared to the SCS-UH model 
between 93.5 and 100 percent of the time. 
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Before a method for generating synthetic hydrographs is 
developed, it is important to understand how and why these 
hydrographs are used in stormwater management. The most accurate 
hydrographs are actual measurements of flow rates and runoff 
volume produced by storms. However, in most cases, hydrograph 
i n format ion i s need ed before runoff fr om a st o nn of a spec if i c 
s i z e c an be phys i ca 11 y measured . I n these s i tu at i on s , syn the t i c 
hydrographs are used. 
Synthetic or simulated hydrographs are predictions of runoff 
obtained from a model. The model describes, as accurately as 
possible, the hydrological processes at wo~k in a watershed. 
Hydrographs that are produced from a model provide estimates of 
peak intensity, volume, and time distribution of stormwater 
runoff. This information is vital for the sizing of detention and 
retention ponds, reservoirs for water supply, and ravine 
structures such as bridges and culverts. Drainage structures 
including curbs and gutters, stormwater pipes, and open channels 
also require runoff volume and peak intensity data before they can 
be . properly sized. In addition to the design of certain 
structures, synthetic · hydrograph information is also used to 
2 
predict the effect of changing land use on stormwater runoff rates 
/ 
and volumes. The resulting predictions aid in controlling 
stormwater quantities and quality. 
As a result of the significance of synthetic hydrographs in 
stormwater management, numerous models are currently available for 
use. Complex models, such as the Environmental Protection Agency 
Stormwater Management Model (Metcalf and Eddy 1971) and the 
Stormwater Management and Design Model (Waniel ista 1979), require 
assessment of many parameters as input. Because so many variables 
are considered, there is a greater risk of error. This may result 
in an inaccurate output. 
The use of other models such as the Rational Method 
hyd rograph ( Wan i el is ta 1988) and the San ta Barbara Urban 
Hydrograph Model (Stubchaer 1975) is limited to a specific type or 
s i z e of waters h ed . S imp l i c it y and versa t i 1 it y are a ch i e v ed w i th 
both models, but accuracy is sacrificed since equations are 
derived empirically rather than theoretically. 
One accurate method to simulate hydrographs is to develop 
models with parameters based on statistical analysis of long-term 
hydrological data. Although these models are excellent predictors 
of flood volume and frequency, the historical records needed for 
analysis are often not available for the watershed. Even if 
records do exist, they are frequently rendered obsolete by 




After investigation of the various types of hydrograph 
generation models currently available, it is apparent that no one 
model combines the accuracy, simplicity, and versatility required 
by an en g i n e er . Ac c u racy of th e model i s meas u red by the 
closeness of the predicted value of flow rate to the true (or 
measured) field value. The simplicity of the model, as defined 
here, is not gauged by the complexity of the model's equations, 
but rather by how easy the model is to use. Fina 1 ly, versat i1 ity 
is demonstrated by the ability of the model to be applied to many 
different watershed and meteorological situations. 
It is the objective of this research to develop and calibrate 
a model based on the mathematical technique of convolution which 
has the potential of meeting all three of the criteria of 
accuracy, simplicity and versatility. The use of convolution to 
genera~e synthetic hydrographs has a theoretical basis which 
improves accuracy. It also involves only a few parameters that 
may be predicted without using long-term hydrological records. 
This means that the model may still be used in situations where 
land use has or will be chan_ged. In addition, with continued 
testing, this model may be applied to a wide variety of 
watersheds. 
Qualifiers 
Although a continvous convolution model has the potential of 
being a highly versatile and accurate model, for the purposes of 
4 
this research, several 1 imitations have been imposed. First, the 
/ 
model was tested using hydrographs with only one peak (except for 
two hydrographs). Second, only seven watersheds were used for 
calibration. Finally, base flow (groundwater infiltration) was 
assumed to be known for the rural hydrographs. This assumption 
was made because the model can only be applied to hydrographs 
where groundwater contribution can be defined. Four of the 
watersheds are urban ones situated in southeast Florida and the 
other three are rural watersheds located in west Florida. Any 
conclusions drawn from this work are only applicable to these 
seven watersheds. Therefore, the continuous convolution model 
must be further tested on many more watersheds before it can be 





Con v o 1 u t i on i s a l i near super po s it i on i n t eg r a 1 that ta k es · 
the general form: 
co 
Y(t) = f X(T)h(t,T)dT ( 1) 
-co 
In general applications x(T) is considered to be a system input or 
force function, h(t, T) is the impulse response, and Y(t) is the 
final response of the system to the input. Often the system is 
time invariant, meaning that h(t,T) does not depend on when the 
input is applied. If this is the case and the input is defined as 
starting at t = 0, then the convolution integral can be written: 
t 
Y(t) = f X(T)h(t-T)dT 
0 
In this integral t is time and T is a dullllly variable of time. 
Graphical Interpretation of Convolution 
( 2) 
Vijay P. Singh (1988) gives a highly illustrative graphical 
interpretation of the convolution process. First x(:r), h(-r), and 
h(- T) are defined where h(- T) is the mirror image of h( T) about 
the ordinate axis. Then h(t--r) is defined by shifting h(-T) to 
5 
6 
the right by an amount equal tot. This is shown in Figure 1. As 
/' 
different values oft are applied, the h(t-T) function shifts, as 
shown in Figure 2, until the two functions intersect. When this 
occurs, the va 1 ue of the con vol ut ion integra 1 is the area under 
the function defined by the product of x( T) and h(t-T) at the 
chosen value of t. The · h(t-T) function continues to shift, as 
shown in Figure 3, until there is no overlapping of the functions 
and the value of the integral is zero, as shown in Figure 4. 
In practical application the input function x( -r) does not 
stay constant but usually changes with time. When this occurs 
convolution is performed for each separate input with respect to 
time and the results are added up 1 i nearly to form the final 
output of the system. 
Electronics Application of Convolution 
Convolution has frequently been · applied in the field of 
electronics. R.D.A. Maurice (1976) gives examples of convolution 
being used in the treatment of the behavior of cascaded circuits, 
television signals, and optical fibers. In each of these cases a 
s i g n a l i s used as an i n put to the system w h i ch i s a c i r c u i t or 
optical fiber. The output from the system is obtained by 
convoluting the system input with the system impulse response 
which is usually represented by a transfer function waveform. 
7 
/ 
h ( t-T) X (-:) 
Figure 1. First Value oft Where Convolution 
Integral Equals Zero. 
h(t-T) 
Figure 2. Second Value oft. 
1" 
8 
Figure 3. Third Value oft. 
X(T) h(t-T) 
Figure 4. Fourth Value oft Where Convolution 




Hydrological Application of Convolution 
7 
According to Maurice (1976), convolution is used when a 
forcing function such as current or fluid flow is subjected to 
processes such as amplification or transmission. Since in 
hydrology, a discharge hydrograph involves fluid flow 
transmission, it is logical to assume that convolution can be 
applied. Specifically, a discharge hydrograph results when a 
system (watershed) input of rainfall excess is convoluted with a 
fun ct ion that represents the impu 1 se response of the watershed. 
One of the advantages of using convolution to generate hydrographs 
is that convolution is an integral process. Robert Stafford 
( 1979) stat es that the integration reduces the effects of random 
discontinuities in the response function. In a hydrologic system, 
where the response function of the watershed for very short time 
periods is very difficult to define, the error dampening effect of 
the integration is especially beneficial. 
Unit Hydrograph Model 
Although most hydrologists agree that the input to a 
watershed is the rainfall excess, there is no consensus on what 
function most accurately describes the impulse response of the 
watershed. In unit hydrograph models, the final discharge is 
formed by convoluting rainfall excess with a synthetic · unit 
hydrograph. This unit hydrograph serves as the response function 
and is defined as the hydrograph resulting from an input of a unit 
(one inch) of rainfall excess. The most important problem with 
10 
these models is there is no way to mathematically derive the unit 
hydrograph from watershed response theory. Instead, many 
empirical methods have been developed. Johnstone and Cross (1949) 
describe the approaches of Bernard, McCarthy, Snyder, and Clark to 
syn the s i z i n g u n i t h yd r o g rap h s . I n add it i on to be i n g em p i r i c a 1 , 
all of these methods, along with the Soil Conservation Service's 
approach (USDA-SCS 1972), have other limitations. For example, 
Bernard's procedure does not accurately predict instantaneous peak 
flows and also requires data that is not obtainable from a U.S. 
Geo 1 og i ca 1 Survey map. Clark's technique derives a unit 
hydrograph based on historical hydrologic records rather than 
forming one from watershed characteristics. Also, the methods of 
McCarthy and the Soil Conservation Service produce identical unit 
hydrographs for different watersheds given the same peak and lag 
time values. In fact, both of these methods use modifications of 
the Rational Formula shape in producing their unit hydrographs. 
The assumption of constant shape is restrictive and unrealistic, 
especially for large watersheds. In addition to these 
disadvantages, unit hydrograph models consider rainfall excess to 
be constant over discrete intervals of time. In reality, as 
rainfall constantly increases and decreases, rainfall excess does 
not remain constant. 
VRM Model 
Another hydrograph model that uses the convolution technique 
is the Variable Response Model, VRM. Michael E. Meadows and 
11 
Donald E. Overton (1 976) state t hat t he Variable Response mod el 
f 
u s es a var i ab 1 e res pons e fun ct ion , d er i v ed fr om the data of the 
Corps of Engineers. The response function i s then convo lut ed with 
each period of rainfall excess to calcu l ate t he final hydrograph. 
Since the Variable Response model al l ows the watershed response to 
vary, the model is ab 1 e · to reflect non-1 i nearity with in the 
system. The greatest disadvantage of the Variable Response model 
is its complexity, especially when compared with the Unit 
Hydrograph models. Also, the empirically derived response 
function requires the prediction of several parameters, thus 
increasing the opportunity for error to be introduced into the 
model. 
Two-Stage Convolution Model 
W.C. Mills, W.M. Snyder and J.C. Stephens (1970) describe a 
two-stage convolution model that allows for . non-1 inearity in a 
watershed. The model is non-linear in that previous inputs affect 
the output that is being calculated. The first stage convolutes 
an empirically derived area-characteristic function with a routing 
function that can be changed with time. The result is then 
convoluted with effective rainfall in - the second stage to yield 
the final discharge hydrograph. The advantage of this model is it 
employs theoretically derived routing responses from a watershed. 
It also performs continuous convolution rather than have it 
applied discretely as is done in unit hydrograph models. The 
disadvantage of this model lies with its use of an 
12 
area-characteristic function. The authors admit that the specific 
/ 
form of the function is difficult to establish. In addition, the 
area-characteristic function contains two parameters that are 
found through statistical analysis of existing streamflow data. 
Thus, this streamflow data must be available to use this model. 
The Model of This Thesis 
The continuous convolution model proposed within this thesis 
includes the advantages of the previously described models while 
eliminating many of their disadvantages. In this model, rainfall 
excess is convoluted with a routing function that can be changed 
with time to produce the output hydrograph. As in the two-stage 
convolution technique, the model is theoretically derived and it 
provides for time-variance of the routing function (impulse 
resp on s e) i n the waters h ed . Another adv an tag e of th e rout i n g 
response function is it includes only one parameter to be 
estimated. This simplicity has enabled the convolution integral 
to be solved, thus allowing for time continuous solution of the 
model. Also, the model has been improved by representing the 
rainfall excess with straight line increasing or decreasing 
functions over any time interval to more accurately reflect the 
constantly changing amount of rainfall excess during a storm. 
Routing Function 
There have been several response functions developed by 
different hydrologists for the convolution integral, but most of 
13 
these are based on empirical equations involving many parameters. 
r 
Martin P. Wanielista (1988) has suggested using a routing function 
based on recession 1 imb theory. This theory begins with the 
assumption that a linear relationship exists between the amount of 
storage and the outflow rate as given by: 
Q = kS ( 3) 
or in differential form: 
dQ/dt = k(dS/dt) (4) 
where: 
Q = out fl ow rate (L3/T) 
s = storage volume (L3) 
k- = storage coefficient (T-1) 
t = time (T) 
where k is a type of friction factor reflecting the watershed's 
resistance to flow. 
By using this relationship and a mass balance (continuity 
equation) for a watershed, the convolution integral with the 
routing function can be derived in the following manner. 
14 
The continuity equation for a watershed is: 
/ 
input - output+/- generation= accumulation 
Assuming there is no generation in the watershed then 
R(t) - Q(t) = dS/dt ( 5) 
where: 
R(t) = input (rainfall excess rate) 
Substitute the storage-outflow relationship (Equation 4) into the 
continuity equation (Equation 5) and one obtains: 
R(t) - Q(t) = (1/k) (dQ/dt) (6) 
Multiply both sides of the above equation by the exponential 
function, ekt: 
ekt dQ/dt + kekt Q(t) = kekt R(t) ( 7) 
By definition: 
d/dt (Qekt) = ekt dQ/dt + kekt Q(t) (8) 
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By substituting Equation (7) into (8): 
/ 
d/dt(Qekt) = kekt R(t) ( 9) 
separating the variables: 
(10) 
Integrate both sides: 
J d(Qekt) = f kekt R(t)dt ( 11) 
Substitute -r (a durTITly variable · of time) fort in both sides of the 
equation where: 
t = T , dt = d T 
so where t = 0, -r = 0 and when t = t, -r = t: 
(12) 
Make the integrals definite by ·using the initial conditions at t = 
0, Q = Q
0 
and at t = t, Q = Q(t): 
Q(t) ,t kT 
f d(Qe ) = ( 13) 
Qo,o 
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By solving the left-hand side integral: 
/ 
Q(t)/t - Q 
0 
t 





is the runoff at t = 0 (also called base flow). If this flow 
is separated from the runoff caused by ra i nfa 11 , then Q
0 
is taken 
out of the equation and: 
kt t kT 
Q(t)e = J ke R(-r)d-r (15) 
0 
where Q(t) is the outflow rate excluding base flow. Dividing both 
sides of the equation by ekt yields: 
t kT 




Q(t) J -(t-T)k R(-r)dT = ke (17) 
0 
The above equation is the convolution equation using the 
assumption of an exponential routing response. R(-r) is the 
rainfall excess function and ke-(t--r)k is the exponential routing 




Rainfall excess is the volume of rainfall that is available 
to become runoff after hydro logic abstract ions are subtracted. 
Hydrologic abstractions include evapotranspiration, depression 
storage, interception, and infiltration. The sum of depression 
storage and interception of rainwater by vegetation is called 
initial abstraction. In hydrograph models, the evapotranspiration 
is usually considered negligible since the rainfall becomes runoff 
in a relatively short amount of time. Also, for high volume 
storms, initial abstraction can be ignored. Typical values of 
initial abstraction are given by Harbough et al. (1977) as 0.2 
inches for sand, 0.1 inches for clay, and 0.0625 inches for 
pavement. 
If rainfall excess is routed for discharge from a watershed, 
it is converted to fl ow rate units by knowing the con tributing 
area and the time for rain fa 11. For nearly all watersheds, the 
most important factor in determining rainfall excess is the 
infiltration of water into the ground through complex soil 
mechanisms. Although infiltration can be directly derived from 
basic soil-water equations, this requires large amounts of data 
and extensive computations. Instead, several hydrologic 
infiltration estimation models ·have been developed. Meadows and 
Overton (1976) describe Horton's equation, which is one of the 




F(t) = Fe + ( F - F ) e -Kt 
0 C ( 18) 
where: 
F(t) = infiltration rate as a function of time 
F = limiting infiltration rate (L/t) 
C 
Fo = initial infiltration rate (Lit) 
K = recession constant ( T-1) 
t = time ( t) 
The two greatest drawbacks to using Horton's equation are 
that it is necessary to make representative and accurate 
measurements of infiltration rates using an infiltrometer, and the 
recession constant must be estimated. Green and Ampt, Holtan, and 
Philip developed their own equations which, like Horton's, are 
based qn work-energy principles and empirical observations. Also 
like Horton's equation, these models have the disadvantage of 
having parameters that cannot be obtained without field 
measurements. 
To eliminate the need for direct soil-water testing, the Soil 
Conservation Service has developed a rainfall excess curve number 
model described in the SCS's National Engineering Handbook, 
Section 4, Hydrology (USDA-SCS 1972). This method starts with the 
empirical relationship: 




s = storage at any time (L) 
S' = storage at saturation ( L) 
R = rainfall excess at any time ( L) 
p = precipitation at any time (L) 
Since: 
S = P - R (20) 
(P-R)/S' = RIP (21) 
(22) 
A further assumption is made by the Soil Conservation Service 
that initial abstraction is equal to 0.2 x storage at saturation, 
therefore: 
R = (P - .2S')/(P + .8S 1 ) for P > 0.2S' (23) 
This method uses a parameter called a curve number to 
estimate the maximum storage of water. In inch units the 
empirical equation is: 
S' = (1000/curve number) - 10 (24) 
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The curve number is estimated using antecedent moisture 
condition, land use, and soil type. The main advantage of the 
c u r v e n umber r a i n fa 11 ex c es s mod e 1 i s that it s par am et er s may be 
obtained without experimentation. It is also a well documented 
method that has been verified using many different types of 
watersheds. But because of the empirical nature of the SCS curve · 
number equations and the underlying assumptions, there are several 
1 imitations when applying this model. First, the model does not 
take into account rainfall duration and intensity or subsurface 
flow. The procedure also cannot predict rainfall excess from 
snowmelt or from rain on frozen ground . Finally, the assumption 
that initial abstraction equals 0.2S 1 is based on data from 
agricultural watersheds and may not be val id for other types of 
land use. Even though these disadvantages are significant, the 
SCS curve number method has received wide use and acceptance 
because of its relative simplicity and versatility. 
CHAPTER III 
MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
Solution of Convolution Integral 
The development of a useful and efficient continuous 
convolution model could not proceed without incorporating the 
model into a computer program. The first step in this process was 
to solve the convolution integral. This not only provides 
equations that are in acceptable form for a computer program, but 
it allows convolution to be performed on a continuous time basis. 
The convolution integral was derived in the last chapter as: 
(25) 
where: 
Q(t) = runoff rate as a function of time (L3/T) 
(excluding base flow) 
R(T) = rainfall excess input to the system (L3/T) 
ke-(t-T-)k = routing system response (1/T) 
k = storage coefficient (1/T) 
t = time (T) 
T = durrmy variable o"f time in the integral (T) 
In many other models · including the unit hydrograph models, 
the rainfall excess, R(-r), is considered to be constant over a 
21 
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discrete time period. Since this does not realistically reflect 
/ 
the actual ebb and flow of rainfall excess during a storm, a 
provision to change constant rainfall excess into increasing or 
decreasing linear segments would be beneficial. For example, the 
hyetograph of Figure 5 is not as accurate as that of Figure 6. 
Therefore, the mathematical · expression for the rainfall excess 
takes the form: 
R ( -r) = d + bT (26) 
where d is the value of rainfall excess at the beginning of the 
interval and b is the slope of the linear rainfall excess segment. 
If the rainfal 1 excess increases over the interval, then the value 
of b is positive. If the rainfall excess decreases over the 
interval, then the value of b is negative. In the work involved 
with this thesis, the values of d ranged from .053 cfs to 2300 cfs 
and the values of b ranged from -25 cfs/min to +25 cfs/min. , 
With R(-r) = d + b-r, the convolution integral becomes: 
t 
Q(t) = J ke-(t-T)k (d + bT)dT ( 27) 
I 
0 
The integral is solved in Appendi .x A. The resulting equations 
are: 
Q ( t ) = ( d + b t ) ( 1 - e - kt ) + } · [ ( kt + 1 ) e - kt - 1 ] (.28) 
for O < t < 0 1 
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Figure 5. Constant Intensity per Time Interval. 
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Figure 6. Variable Intensity per Time Interval. 
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Q(t) = (d+bt)(ek □; -l)e-kt - f {[k(t-D')+l]e-k(t-D') 
for t > D 1 
where D' is the width of the rainfall excess interval. 
Example Convolution Problem 
(kt+l)e-kt} 
(29) 
The mathematical process of performing continuous time 
convolution to synthesize a hydrograph is best illustrated in an 
example problem. 
Problem: Generate a synthetic hydrograph for the first 20 minutes 
using the following hydrologic information and the 
convolution equations. 
Watershed Location and Land Use: a highway area located near 
Pompano Beach, Florida 
Drainage Area: 58.3 acres 
Percent Impervious: 36 percent 
Percent of Total Area that is Directly Drained: 13.608 
percent 
SCS Curve Number for Pervious Portion: 60 
Storage Coefficient, k: .07/minute (stays the same 















1. Use SCS curve number method to find rainfall excess. 
Inputs for Rainfall Excess Calculation: 
Length of Rainfall Increments: 5 minutes 
Depth of Rainfall Increments: .11 in, .12 in, .03 in 
Drainage Area of Watershed: 58.3 inches 
Percent of Area that is Impervious: 36 percent 
Percent of Area that is Directly Drained: 13.608 percent 
Maximum Infiltration Capacity for the Pervious Soil: 
Not Constrained 
SCS Curve Number for the Pervious Area: 60 
Assumptions: 
Initial Abstraction: . . 2 of the storage at saturation 
S': storage at saturation 
S' = (1000/CN) - 10 = (1000/60) - 10 = 6.67 inches 
Excess from pervious portion will not appear until 
precipitation> .2S' = 1.334 inches 
Area that is directly drained Impervious: 
( .13608)(58.3 acres){43560 ft 2/acre) = 
345,582 ft 2 
Area that is pervious -
(1 - .36)(58.3 acres)(43560 ft 2/acre) = 
1,625,310 ft 2 
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For the first 5 minutes, P = .11 inches 
~ 
Rainfall excess from directly drained impervious area= 
(.11 inches/5 min)(345,582 ft 2)(ft/12 min) 
(min/60 sec) = 10.56 cfs 
Excess from impervious area not directly drained runs 
off into the pervious area. Amount running off 
impervious area= 
.11 inches (568,656 ft 2)(ft/12 in) = 5,212.7 ft 3 
Depth over pervious area= 
5,212.7 ft 3 (1/1,625,310 ft 3) = .00321 ft= 
.0385 inches 
So, total input onto pervious area= 
.11 inches+ .0385 inches= .1485 inches 
.1485 in< 1.334 in 
So there is no rainfall excess from the pervious area in 
the first 5 minutes. 
Therefore, rainfall excess in first 5 minutes= 10.56 cfs 
Next 5 minutes, P = .12 inches 
Rainfall excess from directly drained impervious area= 
(.12 inches/5 min)(345,582 ft 211,625,310 ft 2) = 
.042 inches 
27 
Total input onto pervious area after 10 minutes= 
/ 
.12 inches+ .042 inches+ .1485 inches= 
.3105 inches 
.3105 inches < 1.334 inches 
So there is no rainfall excess from the pervious area in 
the first 10 minutes. 
Therefore, rainfall excess between 5 and 10 minutes= 
11.52 cfs 
Next 5 minutes, P = .03 inches 
Rainfall excess from directly drained impervious area= 
(.03 inches/5 min) (345,582 ft 2)(ft/12 in) 
(min/60 sec) = 2.88 cfs 
Depth draining from impervious area not directly 
drained onto the pervious area= 
.03 in (568,656 ft 2lt,625,310 ft 2) = .0105 inch 
Total input onto pervious area after 15 minutes= 
.3105 in+ .03 in+ .0105 in= .351 inches 
Therefore, rainfall excess between 10 and 15 minutes= 
2.88 cfs 
D' = duration of each rainfall excess interval. 
In this case, D' = 5 minutes. 
The hyetograph for the problem follows: 
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Changed to reflect rainfall excess more realistically, 
the hyetograph becomes: 
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First Interval d = 10.08 cfs D' = 5 min 
/ b = .192 cfs/min 
Second Interval d = 11. 04 cf s D' = 5 min 
b = -.72 cfs/min 
Third Interval d = 7.44 cfs D' = 5 min 
b = -.912 cfs/min 
2. Use convolution equations to generate the first 20 minutes of 
the output hydrograph. 
Inputs for Hydrograph Generation: 
Values of d and b from part 1 
Duration of each rainfall excess interval, D': 5 min 
Storage coefficient, k: .07/minute 
Calculating time interval, t: 5 minutes 
The calculating time interval can be any value as long as it 
meets the following criteria: 
1. must be less than or equal too• · 
2. (O'/calculating time interval) must be a whole 
number 
The calculating time interval of 5 minutes meets both of 
these criteria. 
Convolution equations: 
Q(t) = (d + bt)(l - e-kt) +%[(kt+ l)e-kt - 1] 
for O < t < D' 
Q(t) = (d+bt) (ekD' - l)e-kt - } {[k(t-0') + l]e-k(t-D') 




First Interval d = 10.08 cfs D' = 5 minutes 
b = .192 cfs/min 
at t = 5 minutes, t < D' 
Qt= [10.08 cfs + .192 cfs/min (5 min)] 
[ l _ e-.07/min(S min)]+ .192 cfs/min .07/min 
{[(.07/min)(5 min)+ l]e-.07/min(5 min) - l} 
Qt= 3.26 cfs - .1335 cfs = 3.126 cfs 
at t = 10 minutes, t > D' 
Qt= [10.08 cfs + .192 cfs/min (10 min)] 
[e·07/min(5 min) _ l]e-.07/min(lO min) _ 
[.07/min (10 min) + 1] e-.O?/min (lO min) 
Qt= 2.4972334 + (-.29385) = 2.2034 cfs 
at t = 15 minutes, t > D' 
Qt= [10.08 cfs + (.192 cfs/min)(l5 min)] 
[e·07/min(5 min) _ l] · e-.07/min(15 min) _ 
.192 cfs/min 
.07/min [(.07/min)(15 min - 5 min) + 1] 
-.07/min(l5 min - 5 min) e . 
-.07/min(l5 min) e 
- [(.07/min)(15 min)+l] 
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Qt= 1.90055 - .347856 = 1.5527 cfs 
r 
at t = 20 minutes, t > D' 
Second Interval d = 11.04 cfs D' = 5 minutes 
b = -.72 cfs/min 
at t = 5 min, t 2 D 
1 
Qt= [11.04 cfs - .72 cfs/min (5 min)] 
[ l _ e-.07/min(5 min)] _ .72 cfs/min .07/min 
{[(.07/min)(5 min)+ 1] e-.07/min(5 min) - l} 
Q = 2.19712 + .5006168 = 2.69774 cfs t 
at t = 10 minutes, t > D' 




_ l] e-.07/min(lO min) _ 
{[.07/min (10 min - 5 min) + 1] 
e-.07/min(lO min - 5 min) _ [.07/min (10 min) + 1] 
e-.07/min(lO min)} 
Qt= .79911 + 1.1019 = 1.901 cfs 
at t = 15 minutes, t > D' 
Qt= .03519 + 1.304 = 1.3397 cfs 
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Third Interval r d=7.44 cfs D' =5minutes b = -.912 cfs/min 
at t = 5 minutes, t < D' -
Qt = .8505 + .6341 = 1.485 cfs 
at t = 10 minutes, t . > D' 
Qt = -.3496 + 1.396 = 1.046 cfs 
Final hydrograph i s a c h i e v ed by adding in real time the 
res u 1t s from the three rainfall excess intervals. 
Real Time Calculating First Interval 
(min) Time (min) 10.08 + .192 t 
0 0 0 
5 5 3.126 
10 10 2.203 
15 15 1.553 
20 20 1.094 
Real Time Calculating Second Interval 
(min) Time (min) 11. 04 - .72 t 
0 
5 0 0 
10 5 2.698 
15 10 1. 902 
20 15 1.34 
Real Time Calculating Third Interval Final 
(min) Time (min) 7.44 - .912t Hydrograph 
0 0 
5 3.126 
10 0 0 4.901 
15 5 1.485 4.939 




The computer program is written in BASIC and is divided into 
two parts: finding rainfall excess from rainfall and watershed 
information, and using the convolution equations to compute the 
final output hydrograph. In the first section of the program the 
user is given a choice of finding rainfall excess through the SCS 
curve number method or through Horton's equation. For both 
methods the inputs are the volume and length of each increment of 
rainfall, the area of the watershed, the percentage of the 
watershed that is impervious, the percentage of the impervious 
area that is directly connected, and the maximum infiltration 
capacity of the soil. In addition, the SCS procedure requires a 
curve number for the pervious ar~a and Horton's equation requires 
a limiting infiltration rate, an initial infiltration rate, and a 
Horton's depletion coefficient. Once the required data are 
entered the program computes the rainfall excess in the following 
manner. First, all the rainfall on the area that is directly 
connected to the drainage system becomes rainfall excess. Second, 
the rainfall on the non-directly connected impervious area runs 
off into the pervious area. Finally, the amount of accumulated 
rainfall on the pervious area that becomes rainfall excess is 
determined either through the SCS'S or Horton's method. 
Rainfall excess models such as the SCS's assume that the 
total area of the watershed contributes runoff at all times during 
the storm. In reality, only the areas that are near the 
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watershed's outlet supply runoff in the very early stages of the 
/ 
rain fa 11 event. As time increases, a greater percentage of the 
area provides runoff. In the computer program, the Jser is 
allowed the option of incorporating this contributing area theory 
in the calculation of rainfall excess. The equations for 
determining the percentage of contributing area at each time 
interval are based on the work of Richard Rogers (1968) and 
others. The inputs that are required are the rainfall depth and 
duration, the area of the watershed, the time of concentration, 
and the general shape of the watershed. 
The second half of the program uses the convolution equations 
to produce the final discharge hydrograph. The inputs to the 
convolution model are the rainfall excess (found in the first part 
of the program) and the storage coefficient k. Si nee k may be 
different for each rainfall excess period, the routing function 
can change with time. As was stated in the Literature Review, the 
variable routing function allows the system to be time-variant. 
The output products of the program include rainfall depth, 
rainfall excess volume, storage coefficients, watershed 
information, and the final routed hydrograph. An example of the 
output and a copy of the program may be found in Appendix B. 
CHAPTER IV 
CALIBRATION OF THE MODEL 
Hydrological Data 
The continuous convolution · model presented in this thesis was 
calibrated using hydrological data from three rural and four urban 
watersheds. Rainfall and streamflow records along with physical 
watershed information were provided by the U.S. Geological Survey 
for parts of west-central and south Florida. Rainfall and runoff 
data for the rural areas are contained in computer files 
identified under the code name WATSTORE and watershed descriptions 
are presented by Woodham (1986) . . The data was printed out on hard 
copy by the University of Central Florida computer center. These 
records cover most of a four-year period from 1981 to 1984. 
Information for the urban watersheds was obtained from open-file 
reports prepared by Hardee, Mattraw and Miller in cooperation with 
the U.S. Geological Survey (1978-79). Each report spans a one- to 
two-year period during the late- to mid-1970s. Both the rural and 
urban data specify date and time of each storm with corresponding 
values of stream flow in cubic feet per second, incremental 
rainfall depth in inches, and other pertinent watershed 
information. Also, the peak streamflow value and the incremental 
amount of rainfall are recorded either every 15 minutes or 5 





For each watershed, five to eight rainfall-runoff events were 
chosen to calibrate the model. Selection of the hydrographs to be 
used was based on two criteria. First, hydrographs with a well 
defined base flow were selected so that the base flow could easily 
be separated out using the straight line method described by Singh 
(1988). Secondly, single peak hydrographs were chosen for testing 
the model. This was done because under most design conditions 
only one rainfall event occurs, usually creating the normal, 
single peaked shape. 
Model Calibration 
Calibration of a model involves adjusting one or more 
parameters until the model produces accurate results. Although 
the model of this thesis contains two major parameters, the 
r a i n fa 1 1 ex c es s and the storage co e ff i c i en t , k , i t was de c id ed 
that only k would be adjusted in calibrating the model. There 
were reasons for making this decision. First, k is the parameter 
that is unique to this model and therefore of greater interest. 
Secondly, total volume of rainfall excess was easily obtained 
s i nee it is equa 1 to the area under a routed hyd rograph. The 
hydrographs chosen from each watershed were plotted and a 
planimeter was used to find the area under the curve. This area, 
with units of cubic feet, was considered to be the most accurate 
estimate of rainfall excess available for each storm. 
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The first step in calibrating the model was to use the Soil 
/ 
Conservation Service's curve number method to estimate the 
rainfall excess. When the total volume estimated did not equal 
the volume obtained from the actual routed hydrograph, parameters 
within the curve number method were modified until the value from 
the routed hydrograph was achieved. With a very good estimate of 
rainfall excess, the only unknown in the model was the storage 
coefficient, k. One of the methods useful in calibrating k is 
least squared analysis. In this type of analysis a parameter is 
automatically adjusted until the sum of the squared differences 
between observed and calibrated flows is minimized. 
Un fort u n ate 1 y , i n t h i s mode 1 , k i s a part of a 1 i near 
superposition process that produces a complex non-linear 
mathematical function. Therefore, the least squared solution is 
not available. Since k could not be directly calibrated through a 
least squared type analysis, a trial and error procedure was used 
instead. In this approach, k was adjusted using graphical plots 
for many hydrograph shapes until the synthetic hydrographs were as 
close to the actual hydrographs as possible. Although this method 
was tedious, it was effective for the 1 imited number of 
hydrographs tested. 
Storage Coefficient" Verification 
Analysis of the recession 1 imbs of hydrographs described by 
Wanielista (1988) indicate that the storage coefficient, k, may 
assume three different values during a rainfall-runoff event. The 
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first k value reflects the early stages of runoff when most of the 
/ 
volume of water is contributed by surface flow. The second k is 
an intermediate value between the first and third stage (usually 
called interflow). The third k value reflects the later stages of 
runoff when groundwater flow is the largest contributor of volume. 
The straight 1 ine method described by Singh (1988) for separating 
base flow from streamflow was assumed to eliminate the second and 
third k values. This assumption is valid for urban areas where 
groundwater flow is negligible, but most 1 ikely not for rural 
areas. A 1 though the computer program a 11 ows the storage 
coefficient, k, to vary with time, the model was made time-
invariant assuming that k is constant throughout the storm event. 
A further assumption was made that each watershed had only one k 
value, which was found by calibrating k on at least three storms 
from every watershed. These assumptions were made to enhance the 
model's simplicity and practicality. The model assumptions were 
then verified by applying the average k to rainfall excess from 
two more storms on each watershed and measuring the accuracy of 
the resulting hydrographs. 
Comparison with Other Models 
To further verify the usefulness of the continuous convolution 
model, its simulated hydrographs were compared with those produced 
by other models. The Santa Barbara Urban Hydrograph (SBUH) and 
the So i1 Cons e rv at ion Ser v i c e ' s Un i t Hydro graph ( SC S -UH ) mode 1 s 
were chosen for the comparison since they are in general use and 
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are available in CJmputer program form on SMADA (1980). They were, 
also selected because they follow very similar procedures in 
computing a synthetic hydrograph. 
In the Soil Conservation Service's Unit Hydrograph (SCS-UH) 
mode 1 , a syn the t i c u n i t hydro gr a p h i s con v o 1 u t ed u s i n g d i s c re t e 
time values with rainfall excess to produce the final output 
hydrograph. The SCS's synthetic unit hydrograph is triangular in 
shape and is defined by the following empirical equations: 
Qp = 484 AR/Tp (30) 




Qp = peak fl ow rate ( cf s) 
484 = peak attenuation factor when area is in square miles 
A = area of watershed (square miles) 
R = unit input of rainfall excess ( 1.0 inch) 
Tp = time to peak (hours) 
D' = incremental time period for calculations (hours) 
L = lag time (hours) 
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T = time of recession (hours) r 
/ 
t = time of concentration (hours) 
C 
The peak of the triangular unit hydrograph is Qp and the base 
length of the triangle is the time to peak plus the time of 
recess ion. If the area of the watershed is known, then the only 
other input parameters that are required to define the unit 
hydrograph are the time of concentration and the incremental time 
period, D'. Therefore, the three major input parameters in the 
SCS-UH model are the rainfall excess, the time of concentration, 
and the incremental time period. 
In the Santa Barbara Urban Hydrograph (SBUH) model, the value 
of the outflow at time t is dependent on the outflow at the 
previous calculation time, t-M. The empirical equations used in 
the SBUH model are the following: 
Q ( t) = Q ( t - L1 t) + K [ I ( t - 6 t) + I ( t) - 2 Q ( t - 6 t) ] ( 34) 
K =6 t/(2tc +6 t) (35) 
where: 
Q(t) = output flow rate at time t (cfs) 
6t = incremental time period for calculations (min) 
K = routing constant (dimensionless) 
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I(t) = rainfall excess at time t (cfs) 
;--
t c = time of concentration (min) 
Like the SCS-UH model, the three major input parameters are the 
rainfall excess, the time of concentration, and the incremental 
time period for calculations. 
To eliminate bias in the comparison of the continuous 
convolution model, the SCS-UH model, and the SBUH model, the 
SCS-UH and SBUH models were calibrated in a manner very similar to 
that used to calibrate the continuous convolution model. First, 
the total volumes of rainfall excess entered into all three models 
were obtained from the actua 1 routed hydrographs. Second, the 
i n creme n ta 1 t i me per i o d for ca 1 cu 1 at i on s was taken as be i n g the 
length of the rainfall excess interval. Finally, the time of 
concentration was adjusted for each watershed ·until the synthetic 
hydrographs produced by the SCS-UH and SBUH models were as close 
to the actual hydrographs as possible. In calibrating the models, 
it was assumed that each watershed has only one time of 
concentration. This is a reasonable assumption since time of 
concentration is a function of watershed characteristics (Singh 
1988) • 
The error in each of the synthetic hydrographs was calculated 
by squaring the difference between the predicted values and the 
actual values and summing the terms for the recession limbs of the 
hydrographs. These error va 1 ues were used to conduct a test of 
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hypothesis and form a confidence interval for the binomial 
pop ula t ion proportion of all hydrographs from the seven watersheds 
for whi ch the calibrated continuous convolution model produces 
more accurate predict ions than the calibrated SBUH and SCS-UH 
models. The results of these calculations and the overall 
comparisons are presented in the following chapter. 
CHAPTER V 
PRESENTATION ANO DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
A summary of all storage coefficient and time of 
concentration values from the calibrated models is presented in 
Table 1. It is interesting to note that the inverse of the time 
of concentration used to calibrate the model for each watershed is 
approximately the same as the storage coefficient, k. 
Hydrographs - Urban Watersheds 
The location of the four urban watersheds is shown in Figure 
7. The urban hydrographs generated by the calibrated continuous 
convolution model, the calibrated Soil Conservation Service's 
model, and the calibrated Santa Barbara Urban -Hydrograph model are 
presented alongside the actual observed - values in Figures 9 
through 27 and in Appendix C. In addition, sum of squared error 
comparisons for the urban watersheds can be found in Tables 2 
through 5. 
Highway Watershed 
The urban highway site is located- near Pompano Beach in 
Broward County, Florida. The · shape of the watershed and the 
general drainage pattern are shown in Figure 8. The total area of 
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Figure 7. Location t1ap of Four Urban Sites (Dayle and Miller 1980). 
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directly connected impervious area includes a 3000 foot highway 
,r 
section and additional roads and driveways. 
Rainfall and streamflow data were recorded for the period 
from April 1975 through July 1977. Rainfall was measured using 
automated instrumentation systems installed at two places within 
the watershed while discharge was computed from two stages in a 
Venturi flume. 
After model calibration the storage coefficient, k, was found 
to be .07/minute and the time of concentration was 13 minutes. 
The hydrographs in Figures 9 and 10 show the results of model 
calibration determining k, and Figures 11 and 12 are the result of 
verification of the previously determined calibrated k. A sum of 
squared error comparison is presented in Table 2. Other resulting 
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Figure 9. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data from 
August 29, 1975. Highway Watershed. 
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Figure 11. Verification and Comparison with Observed Data 
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Figure 12. Verification and Comparison with Observed Data 




ERROR COMPARISON: HIGHWAY WATERSHED 
FIGURE CONTINUOUS SBUH SCS-UH 
#S CONVOLUJION (cfs) 2 (cfs)2 (cfs) 
9-10 .3316 1.2917 > 43 
11-12 1.863 5.154 > 92 
61 --62 1.495 5.054 >106 
63-64 .6261 2.017 > 48 
65-66 2.636 5.125 > 110 
67-68 .5527 .9369 > 20 
69-70 5.423 12.97 >600 
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Single-Family Residential Watershed 
/ 
The residential site is shown in Figure 13 and is located in 
an urban area of Pompano Beach, Florida. The total area of the 
watershed is 41 acres of which 39 percent is impervious. Runoff 
from the site flows eastward through grass swales and into a sewer 
collection system on the eastern boundary. Both rainfall and 
discharge were measured and recorded in the same manner as the 
highway watershed. The records were maintained throughout a 
period from April 1974 through September 1975. 
After model calibration the storage coefficient, k, was found 
to be .075/minute and the time of concentration was 11 minutes. 
The hydrographs in Figures 14 and 15 show the results of model 
calibration and Figures 16 and 17 are the result of k 
verification. A sum of squared error comparison is presented in 
Table 3. Other resulting hydrographs from this watershed can be 
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Figure _16. Verification and Comparison with Observed Data 
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Figure 17. Verification and Comparison with Observed Data 
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Multifamily Residential Watershed 
The 14.7 acre drainage basin is part of an apartment complex 
in Dade County, Florida. The shape of the watershed and the 
general drainage pattern are shown in Figure 18. Approximately 
70.7 percent of the total area is impervious, and a curb and 
gutter and paved swale sewer system is used for storm drainage. 
The equipment for measuring and recording rainfall and runoff was 
similar to the devices used for the highway watershed. The data 
was collected from May 1977 through June 1978. 
After model calibration the storage coefficient, k, was found 
to be .2/minute and the time of concentration was 4 minutes. The 
hydrographs in Figures 19 and 20 show the results of model 
ca 1 ibrat ion, and Figures · 21 and 22 are the result of k 
verification. A sum of squared error comparison is presented in 
Table 4. Other resulting hydrographs from this watershed can be 
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Figure 19. Calibration and Comoarison with Observed Data 
from February 18, 1978. Mult-Res Watershed. 
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Figure 20. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
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Figure 21. Verification and Comparison with Observed Data 
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~gure 22. Verification and Comparison with Observed Data 
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The 20 .4 acre watershed shown in Figure 23 is part of a 
shopping mall located in downtown Fort Lauderdale, Florida. The 
site is 97 .9 percent impervious and most of this area is directly 
connected. Rainfall and runoff data were collected in the same 
manner as the highway ·watershed except that rainfall depth was 
measured at only one site within the watershed rather than two. 
Recordings were taken from May 1975 through June 1977. 
After model calibration the storage coefficient, k, was 
found to be .15/minute and the time of concentration was 7 
minutes. The hydrographs in Figures 24 and 25 show the results of 
model calibration, and Figures 26 and 27 are the result of k 
verification. A sum of squared error comparison is presented in 
Table 5. Other hydrographs from this watershed can be found in 
Appendix C. 
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Figure 23. Urban Commercial Watershed. 
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Figure 24. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
from January 29, 1977. Commercial Watershed. 
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Figure 25. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
from January 29, 1977. Commercial Watershed. 
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Verification and Comparison with Observed Data 
from April 24, 1977. Commercial Watershed. 
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· Figure 27. Verification and Comparison with Observed Data 
from Ap·ril 24, 19 77. Commerci a 1 Watershed. 
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TABLE 5 
ERROR COMPARISON: COMMERCIAL WATERSHED 
FIGURE CONTINUOUS SBUH SCS-UH 
#S CO~lVOLup ON (cfs) 2 (cfs)2 (cfs) 
24 -25 4.742 34.30 371.4 
26-27 7 .133 56.88 60.87 
89-9"0 2.816 4.931 164.9 
91-92 7 .436 5.455 89.57 
93-94 8.849 63.52 56.66 
95-96 8.250 21.14 65.89 
97-98 108.8 121.9 611. 9 
99-100 49.06 33.81 260.5 
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Hydrographs - Rural Watersheds 
t 
The location of the three rural watersheds is shown in Figure 
28. The rural hydrographs generated by the calibrated continuous 
convolution model, the calibrated Soil Conservation Service's Unit 
Hydrograph model and the calibrated Santa Barbara Urban Hydrograph 
model are presented alongside the actual observed values in 
Figures 30 through 43 and in Appendix C. In addition, sum of 
squared error comparisons for the rural watersheds can be found in 
Tables 6 through 8. 
Gallagher Ditch Watershed 
The 300 acre rural watershed shown in Figure 29 is located 
2.2 miles northwest of Dover, Florida in Hillsborough County. The 
1 and u s e of the s it e i s pr ed om i n ant 1 y a gr i c u 1 t u r a 1 w i th on 1 y 
approximately 7 percent of the area being impervious. 
Rainfall and streamflow data were recorded for the period 
from 1981 to 1984. Rainfall was measured using a standard depth 
measurement gage while measurements of discharge were made with a 
current meter. 
After model calibration the storage coefficient, k, was found 
to be .015/minute and the t1me of concentration was 120 minutes. 
The hydrographs in Figures 30 and 31 show the results of model 
ca 1 ibrat ion, and Figures - 32 and 33 are the result of k 
v.erification. A sum of squared error comparison is presented in 
Table 6. Other resulting hydrographs from this watershed can be 
found in ·Appendix C. 
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Figure 29. Rural Gallagher Ditch Watershed. 
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Figure 30. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
from June 18, 1981. Gallagher Ditch Watershed. 
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Figure 31. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
from June 18, 1981. Gallagher Ditch Watershed. 
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Figure _32. Verification and Comparison with Observed Data 
from April 4, 1984. Gallagher Ditch Watershed . 
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Figure 33. Verification and Comparison with Observed Data 
from April 4, 1984. Gallagher Ditch Watershed. 
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TA BLE 6 
ERROR COMPARISON: GAL LAGHER DITCH . WATERSHED 
FIGURE CONTINUOUS SBUH SCS-UH 
#S CONVOLUJ!O~J (cfs)2 (cfs)2 ( cfs) 
30-31 4.200 111. 9 121.1 
32-33 5. 37 6 14.25 1. 87 3 
101-102 38.37 166.1 113.7 
103-104 3.294 8.930 18.36 
105-106 68 .12 494.2 682.2 
107-108 24.25 29.58 158. 0 
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Hickory Creek Watershed 
/ 
The 2500 acre watershed shown in Figure 34 is located 2.4 
mi 1 es east of Ona, Florida in Hardee County. The 1 and use of the 
site is rural and about 10 percent of the area is swampland. 
Drainage occurs through the swamp into Hickory Creek. Rainfall 
and streamflow data were recorded for the same time period as 
Gallagher Ditch and in the same manner. 
After model calibration the storage coefficient, k, was found 
to be .0007 /minute and the time of concentration 1440 minutes. 
The hydrographs in Figures 35 and 36 show the results of model 
ca 1 ibrat ion and, Figures 37 and 38 are the result of k 
verification. A sum of squared error comparison is presented in 
Table 7. Other resulting hydrographs from this watershed can be 
found in Appendix C. 
/ 
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Figure .35. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
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Figure 36. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
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Figure .37. Verification and Comparison with Observed Data 
from October 5, 1982. Hickory Creek Watershed. 
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· Figure 38. Verification and Comparison with Observed Data 




ERROR COMPARISON: HICKORY CREEK WATcRSHED 
FIGURE CONTINUOUS SBUH scs-u~ CONVOLUTION #S (cfs)2 (cfs)
2 (cfs) 
35-36 652.1 716. 9 17 , 194 
37-38 2,836 10,439 24,462 
109-110 46.37 51.13 >7 ,000 
111-112 228.7 158.8 6,694 
113-114 377 .6 329.9 4,472 
115-116 156.3 163.7 1,349 
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Brooker Creek Watershed 
/ 
The 3500 acre watershed shown in Figure 39 is located 5 miles 
north of Citrus Park, Florida in Hillsborough County. The land 
use of the site is rural and about 35 percent of the area is 
swampland. Drainage occurs through the swamp into Brooker Creek. 
Rainfall and streamflow data were recorded for the same time 
period as Gallagher Ditch and in the same manner. 
After model calibration the storage coefficient, k, was found 
to be .00018/minutes and the time of concentration 4320 minutes. 
The hydrographs in Figures 40 and 41 show the results of model 
calibration, and Figures 42 and 43 are the result of k 
verification. A sum of squared error comparison is presented in 
Table 8. Other resulting hydrographs from this watershed can be 
found in Appendix C. 
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Figure 39. Rural Brooker Creek Watershed. 
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Figure 40. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
from July 1-19, 1982. Brooker Creek Watershed. 
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Figure 41. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
from July 1-19, 1982. Brooker Creek Watershed. 
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Figure 42. Verification and Comparison with Observed Data 
from April 24 Through May 16, 1982. Brooker Creek 
Watershed. 
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Figure 43. Verification and Co~parison with Observed Data 





ERROR COMPARISON: BROOKER CREEK WATERSHED 
FIGURE CONTINUOUS SBUH SCS-UH 
#S 
corJ VOL UTT ON (cfs) 2 (Cf S) 2 (cfs)2 
40-41 16.55 333.6 1162 
42-43 1.087 9.624 65.97 
117-118 4.696 14.88 33.06 
119-120 7 .726 55.92 646.0 




After generating the synthetic hydrographs, it was 
immediately evident that none of the three models could accurately 
predict the rising limb of the rural watershed hydrographs or the 
time to peak. Also, the rising limbs of the urban hydrographs 
were of such short duration that precise values at specific times 
were almost impossible to obtain. Therefore, for comparison 
purposes, only the recession limbs were used for the error 
calculations. These error estimates were very useful in 
indicating the general accuracy of the models, especially where 
the graphs looked very close. For example, it was obvious that 
the Soil Conservation Service's Unit Hydrograph (SCS-UH) model was 
not as good a predictor of hydrograph va 1 ues as the other two 
models. However, since both the continuous convolution model and 
the Santa Barbara Urban Hydrograph (SBUH) model gave very accurate 
results~ there was no clear indication of which model was superior 
by simply inspecting the graphs. Therefore, the sum of squared 
error calculations were used for a statistical analysis. Although 
the error calculations for both models were very close, the 
continuous convolution model had smaller error values for 37 out 
of the 45 hydrographs. Using the binomial sample statistic p = 
37/45 = .822, a test ·of hypothesis was conducted. This test 
cone 1 uded that for watersheds in Fl or ida, the proportion of a 11 
hydrographs for which continuous convolution produces more 
accurata results than the SBUH model is greater than 50 percent. 
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The observed significance level of this test is less than 0.001. 
/ 
Also, a 95 percent confidence interval places the true population 
proportion value between 0.711 and 0.934. This means that with 95 
percent confidence , the ca 1 i brat ed con t i nu o us con v o 1 u t ion mode 1 
will provide better results than the calibrated SBUH model between 
71.1 and 93.4 percent of the time. The calibrated continuous 
convolution model also provides better results than the calibrated 
SCS-UH model between 93 and 100 percent of the time (44 out of 45 
hydrographs). A description of the test of hypothesis and 
confidence interval can be found in Appendix D. 
Sensitivity Analysis 
When parameters must be estimated in a model, it is important 
to know how sensitive the model is to a change in these 
parameters. For the continuous convolution model of this thesis, 
the storage coefficient, k, was varied to ·determine if this 
greatly affected the output of the model. The results displayed 
in Figures 44 through 59 indicate that if the value of k used is 
greater than the ca 1 ibrated k va 1 ue, the peak wi 11 be 
overestimated. If the k value used is less than the calibrated 
value, the peak will be underestimated. Therefore, a correct 
prediction of k is important to the accuracy of the model. 
However, further research is required to determine whether 
rainfall excess or k is the most important parameter in the model. 
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Figure 44. Sensitivity Analysis. Highway Watershed Data 
from June 25, 1976. k Varied -12.5 Percent. 
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Figure 45. Sensitivity Analysis. Highway Watershed Data 
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Figure 46. Sensitivity Analysis. High\'1ay 'vJatershed Data 
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Figure 47. Sensitivity Analysis. Highway Watershed Data 
from June 25, 1976. k Varied -+25 Percent. 
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Figure 48. Sensitivity Analysis. Highway Watershed Data 
from July 7, 197n. k Varied -12.5 Percent. 
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Figure 49. Sensitivity Analysis. Highway Watershed Data 
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Figure 50. Sensitivity Analysis. Highway Watershed Data 
from July 7, 1976. k Varied -25 Percent. 
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Figure 51. Sensitivity Analysis. Highway Watershed Data 
from July 7, 1976. k Varied +25 Percent. 
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Figure 52. Sensitivity Analysis. Residential Watershed 
Data from September 6, 1974. k Varied -12.5 
Percent. 
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Figure 53. Sensitivity Analysis. Residential Watershed 
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Figure 54. Sensitivity Analysis. Residential Watershed 
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Figure 55. Sensitivity Analysis. Residential Watershed 
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Figure 56. Sensitivity Analysis. Residential Watershed 
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Figure 57. Sensitivity Analysis. 
Data from May 5, 1975. 
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Figure 58. Sensitivity Analysis. Residential Watershed 
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Figure 59. Sensitivity Analysis. 
Data from May 5, 1975. 
Residential Watershed 
k Varied +25 Percent. 
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Sources of Error 
/ 
A model's accuracy and usefulness can only be completely 
determined after all possible sources of error are identified. In 
the continuous convolution model errors could have arisen from 
inaccurate input data, faulty computer progranming, and human 
error in performing the analysis. 
The quality of the USGS rainfall-runoff data was generally 
good. However, there were inaccuracies caused by mechanical 
errors resulting from malfunctions and uncertainties in the 
measuring and recording devices. For examp 1 e, the urban 
watersheds' venturi meters gave slightly questionable discharges 
in the 25 to 35 cubic feet per second range because a poorly 
defined discharge rafi ng for the constriction at the out let was 
used·. A 1 so, severa 1 urban and rura 1 rain gauges ma 1 functioned 
during rainfall events, leaving only one properly operating rain 
gauge for the whole watershed. This could have led to errors in 
ra i nfa 11 depth if the aer i a 1 di str i but ion of the storm was not 
uniform. When any equipment failed to work, readings were 
estimated based on adjoining records and on records from other 
nearby stations. Even if measurements were measured and recorded 
properly, all data were subject to digitizing errors when prepared 
for computer storage. Another source of mechanical error involved 
the use of planimeters to find the areas under hydrographs. Steps 
were taken to minimize inaccuracies by calibrating the planimeter 
and using the average of three readings. 
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Since the model was incorporated into a computer program, 
/ 
there was a possibility of defective prograrrming. Care was taken 
to eliminate this kind of error by keeping to a structured form as 
much as possible and by comparing the program output against 
manually calculated results. The program was tested until it gave 
the correct results for three different rainfall-runoff events. 
In addition to mechanical and prograrrming errors, the 
an a 1 y s i s p er formed i n th i s the s i s was s ub j e ct to potent i a 1 human 
errors. Although the interactive program allowed for direct 
keyboard entry, input errors cou 1 d st il 1 have occurred. Other 
sources for human error were the hand calculations performed for 
testing the program and in the sum of squared error analysis. 
Finally, the potentfal for limited bias was present in the 




CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Objective Fulfillment 
The objective ·of this thesis was to develop and calibrate a 
synthetic hydrograph model that has the potential of being 
accurate, simple, and versatile. This objective was met by 
deriving the model's convolution integral from an exponential 
routing response function and the basic watershed continuity 
equation. This integral was then solved, providing a time 
continuous solution to the model. The solution was incorporated 
into a computer program, thus eliminating the need for lengthy 
hand calculations and reducing the chance for human error. 
Finally, the model was calibrated using hydrographs from seven 
different watersheds. From the results of the model development 
and calibration, several conclusions and recoITTilendations can be 
made concerning the model's accuracy, simplicity and versatility. 
Model Accuracy 
For the purposes of verifying the model's accuracy, graphs 
were plotted showing actual hydrograph values alongside the 
model's predictions. From these graphs, it is obvious that 
continuous convolution accurately models the recession limb of 
both the urban and rural hydrographs. Although this accuracy 
extends to the short duration rising limb of the urban 
94 
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hydrographs, the model does not do as good a job describing the 
/ 
rising limb of the rural hydrographs. One reason for this 
relat ively poor performance is that subsurface flow has not been 
taken into account within the continuous convolution model. 
Therefore, groundwater flow should be used to formulate a rising 
1 imb model that can be used in conjunction with the continuous 
con v o 1 u t i on mode 1 to form a comp 1 et e des c r i pt i on of hydro 1 o g i c 
behavior. 
An assessment of the accuracy and usefulness of the 
continuous convolution model was also made by comparing its 
results with those of the Soil Conservation Service's Unit 
Hydrograph (SCS-UH) and Santa Barbara Urban Hydrograph (SBUH) 
models. For this comparison, the sum of the squares of the 
differences between actual and predicted points was calculated for 
a 11 the ca 1 ibrated hydrographs produced by each mode 1. These 
error measurements clearly indicated that the ·performance of the 
SCS-UH model was inferior to that of the continuous convolution 
and SBUH models. The continuous convolution model was then shown 
in a 95 percent confidence interval to produce more accurate 
results than the SBUH model between 71.1 and 93.4 percent of the 
time for all hydrographs from the seven watersheds in Florida. 
· Model Simplicity 
Besides accuracy, another model characteristic that is very 
important is s imp 1 i city. As 1 ong as a mode 1 can be incorporated 
into a computer program, the simplicity of the model is directly 
96 
dependent on the number of parameters that must be estimated. 
r 
Also, the greater the difficulty in determining these parameters, 
the more complex the model becomes. The continuous convolution 
model demonstrates simplicity by having only two main parameters: 
the rainfall excess and the storage coefficient, k. To further 
establish the model°'s simplicity, these parameters must be able to 
be estimated with both ease and accuracy. 
When the continuous convolution model was calibrated, the 
volume of rainfall excess was obtained from the area under the 
observed hydrograph. Since, under most circumstances, the 
observed hydrograph is not available, the volume of rainfall 
excess must be estimated from watershed characteristics. 
Different methods for predicting rainfall excess should be 
investigated to determine the optimum procedure to use with the 
continuous convolution model. 
The unique parameter of the model is the storage coefficient, 
k. Although the results indicate that a single value of k may be 
used for each watershed, there is currently no method for 
predicting what this k value should be. To preserve model 
simplicity, k must be able to be determined from easily obtainable 
watershed characteristics such as drainage area, storage volume, 
watershed shape, and d i~ect ly connected impervious area. Figure 
60 shows a power relationship may exist between k and the 
drainage area of small watersheds. Also, Figure 61 indicates 
that there might be an inverse relationship between k and the time 
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Figure 61. Relationship Between Storage Coefficient, k, and 
1/Time of Concentration for the Seven Watersheds. 
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of concentration of a watershed. However, before any conclusion 
/ 
is drawn, k must be found for many more watersheds. A statistical 
curve fitting technique should be built into the computer program 
to aid in the determination of the optimum k value to use. 
Model Versatility 
The continuous convolution model has a well-defined 
theoretical basis. This foundation gives the model the potential 
of being very versatile as well as accurate. The results of this 
thesis indicate that the model can generate relatively accurate 
hydrographs for the seven watersheds located in regions of west 
and south Florida. Although these results are significant, the 
versatility of the model must be demonstrated by testing it on 
much more data. Not only should these data include hydrographs 
produced by different types of st.arms, but the watersheds from 
which the hydrographs are obtained should represent widely varying 
land uses and cover a large geographic area. 
Recorrmendations for Further Research 
To fully develop the continuous convolution model, the 
following steps must be taken: 
1. Build a statistical curve fitting technique into the 
computer program to aid in the determination of the optimum storage 
coefficient. 
2. Develop a predictor model for the storage coefficient 




Examine existing rainfall excess models to d~termine the 
best procedure to use with the continuous convolution model. 
4. Improve the prediction technique for the rising 1 imb of 
rural hydrographs. 
5. Verify the model by testing it on widely situated 
watersheds under varying conditions. 
APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
SOLUTION OF CONVOLUTION INTEGRAL 
/ 
For O < t < D': 
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Case 2: Variable Rainfall Excess 
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Rh) = d + b1 for increasing function 
R( T) = d - b-r for decreasing function 
For increasing function 
~ , __ --kk ( t --T) 
11~ -------..L...1..--------- T 
t 
For O < t < D' 
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integral separately, then add together: 
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Qt= 1 + 2 - 3 - 4 
Qt= e - de-kt+ bt - E_ + E_ e-kt - d + de-kt ekD' 
k k 
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+ b□ e-kt kD' b -kt ekD' + bte-kt + .Q. e-kt e - k e k 
APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER PROGRAM WRITTEN FOR 
THIS THESIS AND SAMPLE OUTPUT 
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10 REM THIS PROGRAM WAS WRITTEN BY CHERYL BROOKS FEBRUARY 25, 1987. 
20 REM THE PURPOSE OF THIS PROGRAM IS TO GENERATE SYNTHETIC HYOROGRAPHS 
30 REM USING THE METHOD OF CONVOLUTION. 
40 REM 
50 REM' ** VAR I ABLES ** 
60 REM 
70 REM BN = TIME AT WHICH THE RAINFALL INTERVAL BEGINS 
80 REM C = VARIABLE FOR CHOICE OF HOW TO CREATE TIME CONTOUR GRAPH 
90 REM CN = SCS CURVE NUMBER FOR PERVIOUS REGION 
100 REM DA= DRAINAGE AREA OF THE WATERSHED 
110 REM DOI = PERCENT OF THE IMPERVIOUS AREA THAT IS DIRECTLY DRAINED 
120 REM HIIR = HORTON 1 S INITIAL INFILTRATION RATE 
130 REM HILR = HORTON'S LIMITING INFILTRATION RATE 
140 REM HK= HORTON-'S DEPLETION COEFFICIENT 
150 REM I,J,L = COUNTERS 
160 REM INF= INFILTRATION OF THAT TIME PERIOD 
170 REM INFILL= SUM OF THE PREVIOUS AMOUNTS OF INFILTRATION 
180 REM INFTEC = INFILTRATION TECHNIQUE 
190 REM MAXINF = MAXIMUM INFILTRATION CAPACITY OF THE PERVIOUS SOIL 
200 REM N = NUMBER OF RAINFALL EXCESS INTERVALS 
210 REM NUM = NUMBER TO KEEP TRACK OF THE VALUE OF RAINFALL EXCESS 
220 REM N$ = NAME OF OPERATOR 
230 REM PERIMP = PERCENTAGE OF WATERSHED THAT IS IMPERVIOUS 
240 REM PERPER= PERCENTAGE OF WATERSHED THAT IS PERVIOUS 
250 REM PRE= SUM OF THE PREVIOUS AMOUNT OF RUNOFF FOR THE PERVIOUS AREA 
260 REM PWAT = PERCENTAGE OF THE AREA CONTRIBUTING RUNOFF 
270 REM 0$ = POINTER THAT ENABLES CORRECTION OF INPUT INFORMATION 
280 REM 01$ = POINTER THAT ENABLES CORRECTION OF INPUT INFORMATION 
290 REM RUNDDI = RUNOF.F FROM THE DIRICTLY CONNECTED IMPERVIOUS AREA 
300 REM RUNIMP = RUNOFF FROM THE NON-DIRECTLY CONNECTED IMPERVIOUS AREA 
310 REM RUNPER = RUNOFF FROM THE PERVIOUS AREA 
320 REM RUNOFF= INCREMENTAL RUNOFF FROM THE WATERSHED 
330 REM S = THE SUM OF THE LENGTHS OF THE RAINFALL EXCESSES 
340 REM SHPE = SHAPE OF THE WATERSHED 
350 REM SPRIME = MAXIMUM STORAGE OF THE PERVIOUS SOIL USED IN SCS METHOD 
360 REM T = DESIRED LENGTH OF COMPUTATION INTERVAL 
370 REM TAO= VALUE OF TIME USED IN THE CONVOLUTION EQUATIONS 
380 REM TC= TIME OF CONCENTRATION OF THE WATERSHED 
390 REM TOTINF = TOTAL INFILTRATION UP TO THAT TIME PERIOD 
400 REM TRUN = SUM OF THE PREVIOUS AMOUNT OF RUNOFF TOTAL 
410 REM TT= COUNTER FOR COMPUTATION TIME INTERVAL 
420 REM Y = NUMBER OF INTERVALS OVER WHICH THE HYOROGRAPH SPANS 
430 DIM 8(40) 'LENGTH OF RAINFALL EXCESS INTERVAL 
440 DIM 0(40) 'THE 11 011 VALUE IN THE CONVOLUTION EQUATIONS 
450 DIM E(40) 'THE 11 E" VALUE IN THE CONVOLUTION EQUATIONS 
460 DIM FI(40) 'FIRST VALUE OF RAINFALL EXCESS WITHIN AN INTERVAL 
470 DIM K(40) ' 11 K11 VALUE IN THE CONVOLUTION EQUATIONS (1/MINUTES) 
480 DIM LN(40) 'LAST VALUE OF RAINFALL EXCESS WITHIN AN INTERVAL 
490 DIM PAREA(40) 1 CONTRIBUTING AREA OF WATERSHED · 
500 DIM PARQ(l00,40) 'MATRIX CONTAINING PARTIAL VALUES OF THE HYOROGRAPH 
510 DIM PARTC(40) 1 PERCENT OF THE TIM~ OF CONCENTRATION 
. 520 DIM 0(100) 'THE VALUES OF THE HYOROGRAP_H 
530 DIM R(40) 'RAINFALL DEPTH 
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540 DIM RE(40) 1 RAINFALL EXCESS VALUES 
550 DIM Z(40) 1 THE NUMBER OF VALUES IN EACH COLUMN OF PARQ(I,J) 
560 REM 
570 REM ** THIS PART OF THE PROGRAM ALLOWS THE RAINFALL DATA 
580 REM TO BE RcAD IN. 
59( REM 
600 PRINT "PLEASE ENTER THE NUMBER OF RAINFALL INTERVALS.'' 
610 INPUT N 
620 FOR I= 1 TON 
630 PRINT "PLEASE ENTER THE RAINFALL DEPTH FOR INTERVAL NUMBER" 
640 PRINT 11 ";I;" IN INCHES!" 
650 PRINT 11 " 
660 INPUT R(I) 
670 NEXT I 
680 R(N+l) = 0 
690 NUM = 0 
700 PRINT II IF THE INFORMATION YOU HAVE JUST ENTERED IS CORRECT" 
710 PRINT "PLEASE PRESS 'Y'" 
720 PRINT 11 11 
730 PRINT "IF THE INFORMATION IS NOT CORRECT, AND YOU WOULD LIKE T0 11 
7 40 PR! NT II CORRECT IT, PLEASE PRESS · N 1 " 
750 INPUT Q$ 
7 60 IF 0$ = 11 N" THEN GOTO 590 
770 CLS 
780 FOR I= l TON 
790 PRINT "PLEASE ENTER THE LENGTH OF RAINFALL INTERVAL 11 
800 PRINT "NUMBER 11 ;I; 11 IN MINUTES! 11 
810 PRINT 11 11 
820 INPUT B(I) 
830 NEXT I 
840 PRINT II IF THE INFORMATION YOU HAVE JUST ENTERED IS CORRECT" 
850 PRINT "PLEASE PRESS 1 Y111 
860 PRINT 11 11 
870 PRINT ''IF THE INFORMATION IS NOT CORRECT, AND YOU WOULD LIKE T0 11 
880 PRINT II CORRECT IT, PLEASE PRESS • N • " 
890 INPUT Ql$ 
900 IF Ql $ = 11 N'' THEN GOTO 780 
910 CLS 







990 L = 0 
**THIS PART OF THE PROGRAM ALLOWS THE OPERATOR TO ENTER THE TIME 
OF CONCENTRATION AND THE DRAINAGE AREA OF THE WATERSHED. ALSO, 
THE OPERATOR IS GIVEN THE CHOICE OF CREATING A TIME CONTOUR 
GRAPH FOR THE WATERSHED OR ALLOWING THE PROGRAM TO ESTIMATE IT.** 
1000 PRINT "PLEASE ENTER THE TIME OF CONCENTRATION (IN MINUTES)." 
1010 INPUT TC 
1020 PRINT : PRINT 
1030 PR! NT "PLEASE ENTER THE ORA I NAGE AREA OF THE WATERSHED ( IN ACRES) . 11 
1040 INPUT DA 
1050 FOR I= 1 TON 
1060 L = B(I) + L 
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1070 PARTC( I) = (L/TC) * 100 
1080 NEXT I 
1090 PRINT "IF THE INFORMATION YOU HAVE JUST ENTERED IS CORRECT" 
1100 PRINT "PLEASE PRESS ·y•" 
1110 II / II 
1120 PRINT "IF THE INFORMATION IS NOT CORRECT, ANO YOU WOULD LIKE TO" 
1130 PRINT ''CORRECT IT, PLEASE PRESS "N'" 
1140 :NPUT 01$ 
1150 IF 01$ = "N" THEN GOTO 980 
1160 CLS 
1170 PRINT "IN THE PROCESS OF CONVERTING THE RAINFALL DEPTH (IN INCHES)" 
1180 PRINT "TO RAINFALL EXCESS (IN CFS), A TIME CONTOUR ANALYSIS MUST BE" 
1190 PR! NT "MADE. A TIME CONTOUR ANALYSIS GIVES THE PERCENT OF THE TOTAL" 
1200 PRINT "AREA OF THE WATERSHED THAT IS CONTRIBUTING RUNOFF AT A GIVEN" 
1210 PRINT "PERCENT OF THE TIME OF CONCENTRATION." 
1220 PRINT" " 
1230 PRINT " " 
1240 PRINT ''YOU MAY EITHER CREATE THE TIME CONTOUR GRAPH BY SPECIFYING THE" 
1250 PRINT "CONTRIBUTING AREA AT THE END OF EACH RAINFALL EXCESS INTERVAL," 
1260 PRINT "OR YOU CAN ALLOW THE COMPUTER PROGRAM TO ESTIMATE IT FROM THE" 
127 0 PR I NT " INFORMATION YOU ENTER ABOUT THE SHAPE OF THE WATERSHED. 11 
1280 PRINT" " 
1290 PRINT" " 
1300 PRINT "PLEASE ENTER EITHER ·1• OR ·2 111 
1310 PRINT" " 
1320 PRINT " 1. CREATE TIME CONTOUR GRAPH" 
1330 PRINT " 2. LET COMPUTER PROGRAM ESTIMATE TIME CONTOUR GRAPH" 
1340 INPUT C 
1350 CLS 
1360 IF C = 1 GOTO 1920 
1370 PRINT "PLEASE CHOOSE THE SHAPE OF THE WATERSHED." 
1380 PR! NT " 11 
1390 PRINT 11 1. RECTANGLE (LONG AND THIN)" 
1400 PRINT" 2. SQUARE" 
1410 PRINT 11 3. TRIANGLE (DISCHARGE OCCURING AT THE BASE OF THE TRIANGLE)" 
1420 PRINT " 4. SECTOR (PIE SHAPE WITH DISCHARGE OCCURING AT THE POINT" 
1430 PRINT II OF THE PIE)" 
1440 INPUT SHPE 
1450 IF SHPE = 1 GOTO 1530 
1460 IF SHPE = 2 GOTO 1620 
1470 IF SHPE = 3 GOTO 1720 
1480 IF SHPE = 4 GOTO 1830 
1490 PRINT "INCORRECT RESPONSE. PLEASE ENTER A 1,2,3,0R 4." 
1500 PRINT" 11 
1510 GOTO 1370 
1520 REM 
1530 REM **RECTANGLE** 
1540 REM 
~550 FOR I= 1 TON 
l560 IF PARTC(I) < 30 THEN PAREA(l) = (DA/100)*(.3142714*PARTC(Irl.348707 
1570 IF PARTC(l) > 100 THEN PAREA(I) = DA 
1580 IF PARTC(I) . >= 30 AND PARTC(I) <= 100 THEN PAREA(I) = PARTC(I)*(OA/ 100) 
1590 NEXT I 
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1600 GO TO 2020 
1610 REM 
1620 REM **TRIANGLE** 
1630 REM 
1640 FGR I= 1 TON 
1650 IF PARTC(I) < 25 THEN PAREA(I) = (DA/l00)*(.213976l*PARTC(I )"l.245534 
1660 IF PARTC(I) <= 60 AND PARTC (I) >= 25 TH EN PAREA(I) = (DA/100 )*(1.366452) 
*PARTC (I) - 22.71613) 
1670 IF PARTC(I) <= 97 AND PARTC(r) > 60 THEN PAREA(I) = (DA/100 )*( .92354 75) 
*PARTC (I)· 1. 023436) 
1680 IF PARTC(I) > 97 THEN PAREA(I) = DA 
1690 NEXT I 
1700 GOTO 2020 
1710 REM 
1720 REM **TRIANGLE** 
1730 REM 
1740 FOR I= 1 TON 
1750 IF PARTC(I) <= 15 THEN PAREA(I) = (DA/100)*(1.30926*1.176914.PARTC(I)) 
1760 IF PARTC(I) <= 30 ANO PARTC(I) > 15 THEN PAREA(I) = (DA/100)*(.1459655) 
*PARTC(I)"l.715044) 
1770 IF PARTC(I) <= 70 AND PARTC(I) > 30 THEN PAREA(I) = (DA/100)*(3.995667) 
*PARTC( I) .. 7411997) 
1780 IF PARTC(I) <= 97 AND PARTC(I) > 70 THEN PAREA(I) = (DA/100)*(27 .2609) 
*PARTC(I) .. 2840078) 
1790 IF PARTC(I) > 97 THEN PAREA(I) = DA 
1800 NEXT I 
1810 GOTO 2020 
1820 REM 
1830 REM . **SECTOR** 
1840 REM 
1850 FOR I= 1 TON 
1860 IF PARTC(I) > 65 THEN PAREA(I .) = (DA/100)*(4.621844E-02*PARTC(I)"l.6204 
24) 
1870 IF PARTC(I) < 100 AND PARTC(I) >= 65 THEN PAREA(I) = (DA/100)*(1.005391 
E-02*PARTC(I)-l.996754) 
1880 .IF PARTC( I) >= 100 THEN PAREA( I) = DA 
1890 NEXT I 
1900 GOTO 2020 
1910 REM 
1920 REM ** OPERATOR INPUTED TIME CONTOUR ANALYSIS** 
1930 REM 
1940 L = 0 
1950 FOR I= 1 TON 
1960 L = L + B(I) 
1970 PRINT "WHAT PERCENTAGE OF THE WATERSHED(%) CONTRIBUTES RUNOFF 11 
1980 PRINT "AT TIME 11 ;L; 11 MINUTES ? 11 
1990 INPUT PWAT 
2000 PAREA(I) = (DA/lOO)*PWAT 
2010 NEXT I 
2020 REM 
2030 PRINT 11 IF THE INFORMATION YOU HAVE JUST ENTERED IS CORRECT? 
2040 PRINT 11 PLEASE PRESS ·y, .. 




IF THE INFORMATION IS NOT CORRECT, ANO YOU WOULD LIKE TO" 
207 0 PRINT "CORRECT IT, PLEASE PRESS . N'" 
2080 INPUT Ql $ 
2090 IF Ql$ = "W THEN GOTO 1280 
2100 RE~** THIS PART OF THE PROGRAM ALLOWS THE OPERATOR TO INPUT 
2ll0 REM WATERSHED INFORMATION.** 
2120 REM 
2130 CLS 
2140 PRINT : PRINT 
21 5 0 P R I NT " W H I CH METH O 0 WOULD YOU LI KE TO USE TO D ET ERM I NE I NF I LT RATION ? 11 
2160 PRINT "SELECT 1. OR 2." 
2170 PRINT" 11 
2180 PRINT 11 1. CURVE NUMBER" 
2190 PRINT 11 2. HORTON'S EQUATION" 
2200 PRINT : PRINT 
2210 INPUT INFTEC 
2220 PRINT" " 
2230 PRINT" WATERSHED INFORMATION" 
2240 PRINT" --------- -----------" 
2250 PRINT : PRINT 
2260 PRINT "WHAT PERCENT OF THE WATERSHED IS IMPERVIOUS? ( IN PERCENT) 11 
2270 PRINT" " 
2280 INPUT PERIMP 
2290 PRINT 11 11 
2300 PRINT II WHAT PERCENT OF THE IMPERVIOUS AREA IS DIRECTLY DRAINED?" 
2310 PRINT" (IN PERCENT) 11 
2320 PRINT 11 11 
2330 INPUT DOI 
2340 PRINT" 11 
2350 PRINT 11 WHAT IS THE MAXIMUM INFILTRATION CAPACITY OF THE PERVIOUS 11 
2360 PRINT" SOIL? ( IN INCHES)" 
2370 PRINT II IF THERE IS NO LIMIT, PLEASE ENTER 999 11 
2380 PRINT 11 " 
2390 INPUT MAXINF 
2400 MAXIN= MAXINF 
2410 PRINT" u 
2420 IF INFTEC = 1 THEN· GOTO 2570 
2430 PRINT" WHAT IS HORTON'S LIMITING INFILTRATION RATE?" 
2440 PRINT" ( IN INCHES/HOUR)" 
2450 PRINT" 11 
2460 INPUT HLI R 
2470 PRINT" " 
2480 PRINT "WHAT IS HORTON'S INITIAL INFILTRATION RATE?" 
2490 PRINT" (IN INCHES/HOUR)" 
2500 PRINT" " 
2510 INPUT HIIR 
2520 PRINT" " 
2530 PRINT "WHAT IS HORTON'S DEPLETION COEFFICIENT? 11 
2)40 PRINT" ( IN 1/HOUR)" . 
2550 INPUT HK 
2560 GOTO 2590 
2570 PRINT "WHAT IS THE SCS CURVE NUMBER FOR THE PERVIOUS AREA?" 
2580 INPUT CN 
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2590 PRINT : PRINT 
2600 PRINT II IF THE INFORMATION YOU HAVE JUST ENTERED IS CORRECT" 
2610 PRINT 11 PLEASE PRESS ·y•" 
2620 PRINT 11 11 
2 6 3 0 P R l,,N T " I F THE I NF O RM A TI ON I S NOT C ORR E CT , AND Y O U t,J OU t. D LI KE TO ti 
2640 PRINT ti CORRECT IT, PLEASE PRESS · N' 11 
2650 INPUT 01 S 
2660 IF QlS = "N" THEN GOTO 2150 
2670 CLS 
2680 REM 
2690 REM** THIS PART OF THE PROGRAM USES THE INFORMATION JUST ENTERED 
2700 REM TO CALCULATE THE INSTANTANEOUS RAINFALL EXCESS IN CFS. 
2710 REM THIS IS DONE BY MULTIPLYING THE RAINFALL RUNOFF AT THE ENO 
2720 REM OF EACH TIME INCREMENT BY THE CONTRIBUTING AREA AT THAT TIME . . ** 
2730 REM 
2740 DOI = (PERIMP/lOO)*(DOI/100) 
2750 PERIMP = (PERIMP/100) - DOI 
2760 PERPER= 1 - DOI - P ERIMP 
2770 INFILL = 0 
2780 TT = 0 
2790 PRE= 0 
2800 TRUN = 0 
2810 FOR I= 1 TON 
2820 TT= TT+ B(I) 
2830 RUNOOI = R(I) * DOI 
2840 RUNIMP = R(I) * PERIMP 
2850 IF RUNIMP < 0 THEN RUNPER = 0 
2860 RUNPER = (R(I) *PERPER+ RUNIMP) 
2870 IF RUNPER < 0 1HEN RUNPER = 0 
2880 IF INFTEC = 1 THEN GOTO 2980 
2890 TOTINF = HLIR*(TT/60) + ((HIIR - HLIR)/HK)*(l - 2.7183.(HK*TT/60)) 
2900 IF TOTINF > MAXINF THEN TOTINF = MAXINF 
2910 INF= TOTINF - INFILL 
2920 INFILL= TOTINF 
2930 RUNPER = RUNPER - INF 
2940 IF RUNPER < 0 THEN RUNPER = 0 
2950 RUNOFF= RUNODI + RUNPER 
2960 RE(I) = (RUNOFF* PAREA(I) * 60.48)/B(I) 
2970 GOTO 3070 
2980 SPRIME = (1000/CM) - 10 
2990 IF SPRIME < MAXINF THEN MAXINF = SPRIME 
3000 PRE= PRE+ RUNPER 
3010 IF PRE-(.2 * SPRIME) >= O! THEN TOTRUN = (PRE - .2 * SPRIME).2/(PRE + 
8 * SPRIME) ELSE TOTRUN = O! 
3020 IF (PRE - TOTRUN) > MAXINF THEN TOTRUN = PRE - MAXINF 
3030 RUNOFF= TOTRUN - TRUN 
3040 TRUN - TOTRUN 
3050 RUNOFF - RUNOFF . + RUNDDI 
3060 RE(I) = (RUNOFF* · PAREA(I) * 60.48)/B(I) 
3070 NEXT I 
3080 REM 
3090 REM** THIS PART OF THE PROGRAM CHANGES THE CONSTANT RAINFALL EXCESS 
3100 REM INTERVALS INTO STRAIGHT LINE, SLOPED SEGMENTS SUCH THAT THE 
120 
3110 REM OVERALL RAINFALL VOLUME REMAINS THE SAME.** 
3120 REM 
3130 FOR I= 1 TON 
3140 IF RE(I) = 0 THEN GOTO 3210 
3150 ✓IF RE(I+l) = 0 THEN GOTO 3280 
316 0 IF RE ( I + 1 ) > RE ( I ) THEN GO TO 3 4 2 O 
3170 IF RE (I+l) <= RE(I) THEN GOTO 3540 
3180 NEXT I 
3190 GOTO 3690 
3200 REM 
3210 REM ** ROUTINE FOR THE CASE RE(!)= O ** . 
3220 REM 
3230 FI ( I ) = 0 
32 40 1 n ( I) = 0 
3250 NUM = 0 
3260 GOTO 3180 
3270 REM 
3280 REM** ROUTINE FOR THE CASE RE(I+l) > RE(I) ** 
3290 REM 
3300 IF NUM <= RE(I) THEN GOTO 3350 
3310 IF NUM - RE(I) > RE(I) THEN GOTO 3380 
3320 FI {I) = NUM 
3330 LN(I) = 2*RE(I) - NUM 
3340 GOTO 3180 
3350 FI(I) = .(RE(I) - NUM)/2 + NUM 
3360 LN(I) = (RE(!) - NUM)/2 + RE(I) 
3370 GOTO 3180 
3380 LN ( I ) = 0 
3390 FI(I) = 2*RE(I) 
3400 GOTO 3180 
3410 REM 
3420 REM** ROUTINE FOR THE CASE RE(I+l). > RE(I) ** 
3430 REM 
3440 IF NUM <= RE(I) THEN GOTO 3490 
3450 IF (NUM - RE(I))/2 <= RE(l)/2 THEN FI(I) = (NUM ._ RE(I))/2 + RE(I) ELSE 
FI ( I ) = RE ( I ) / 2 + RE ( I ) 
3460 IF (NUM - RE(I))/2 <= RE(I)/2 THEN LN(I) = RE(I) - (NUM - RE(I))/2 ELSE 
L N ( I ) = RE ( I ) / 2 
3470 NUM = LN(I) 
3480 GOTO 3180 . 
3490 IF RE(I) - (RE(I+l) -RE(I))/2 <= NUM THEN FI(I) = RE(I) -
(RE(I+l)-RE(I))/2 ELSE FI(I) = NUM 
3500 IF RE(l) - (RE(I+l)-RE(I))/2 <=NLJr1 THEN LN(I)=RE(I) + (RE(I+l) -
RE(I))/2 ELSE LN(I) = (2*RE(I)) - NUM 
3510 MUM = LN(I) 
3520 GOTO 3180 
3530 REM 
3540 REM** ROUTINE FOR THE CASE RE(I+l) <= RE(I) ** 
3550 REM . 
3560 IF NUM <= RE(I) THEN GOTO 3620 
3_570 IF (RE(I) - RE(I+l))/2 + RE(I) >= NUM THEN FI(I) = NUM ELSE FI(I) = (RE(I) 
-RE(I+l))/2 + RE(I) 
3580 IF (RE(I) - RE(I+l))/2 + RE(I) >= NUM THEN LN(I) = 2*RE(I) - NUM ELSE LN(I) 
= RE ( I ) - ( RE ( I ) - RE ( I + 1 ) ) / 2 
3590 NUM = LN(l) 
3600 GOTO 3180 
3610 REM 
3620 FI(I) = NUM 
3630 LN(I +l) = RE(I+l) 
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3640 LN (I) = (2 *RE (I) *B (I) - NUW"B(I) + B(I+l )*RE(I+l )) / (B(I) + B(I+l )) 
3650 FI ( I+l ) = LN (I) 
3660 NUM = RE (I +l ) 
3670 I= I + l 




3720 REM ** THIS PART ·oF THE PROGRAM CONVOLUTES THE RAINFALL EXCESS FUNCTION 
3730 REM WITH A ROUTING FUNCTION TO OBTAIN THE HY0R0GRAPH. ** 
37 40 REM 
3750 PRINT 11 PLEASE ENTER THE DESIRED LENGTH OF COMPUTATION TIME INTERVAL" 
3760 PRINT II IN MINUTES" 
3770 INPUT T 
3780 FOR I = 1 TON 
3790 PRINT "PLEASE ENTER THE 1 K I VALUE ASSOCIATED WITH RAINFALL INCREMENT" 
3800 PRINT "NUMBER 11 ;I; 11 IN (l/MINUTES)! 11 
3810 INPUT K(I) 
3820 INPUT 11 11 
3830 NEXT I 
3840 PRINT "IF THE INFORMATION YOU HAVE JUST ENTERED IS C0RRECT 11 
3850 PRI t,T II PLEASE PRESS 'Y ' 11 
3860 PRINT 11 11 
3870 PR1NT "IF THE INFORMATION IS NOT CORRECT, ANO YOU WOULD LIKE TO" 
3880 PRINT 11 C0RRECT IT, PLEASE PRESS 'N'" 
3890 INPUT Q2$ 
3900 IF 02$ = 11 N" THEN GOTO 3720 
3910 CLS 
3920 PRINT "PLEASE WAIT A FEW MINUTES, WORKING" 
3930 PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
3940 PRINT "CHECK TO MAKE SURE YOUR PRINTER IS ON ! ! ! !! ! ! 11 
3950 PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
3960 S = 0 
3970 FOR I= 1 TON 
3980 D(I) = FI(!) 
3990 E(I) = (LN(I) - FI(I))/B(I) 
4000 S = S + B(I) 
4010 NEXT I 
4020 FOR J = 1 TON 
4030 I = 2 
4040 TT = T 
4050 PARQ(l,J) = 0 
4060 IF j = 1 THEN BN = 0 ELSE BN = BN + B(J-1) 
4070 IF (PARQ(I-1,J) < .002) ANO (TT> 2) THEN GOTO 4220 
4080 IF I> 90 THEN GOTO 4220 
4090 IF TT<= BN THEN GOTO 4140 
4100 IF TT> BN + B(J) THEN GOTO 4160 
4110 TAO= TT - BN 
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4120 IF E(J) = 0 THEN PARZ(I,J) = D(J) - D(J)*Z.7183.(-K(J)*TAO) ELSE 
ARQ(I,J) = D(J) - D(J)*Z.7183.(-K(J)*TAO) + E(J)*TAO - E(J)/K(J) + (E(J)*2.~183 · 
(-K(J)&TAO))/K(J) 
4130 GOTO 4190 
4140 / PARQ(I,J) = 0 
4150 GOTO 4190 
4160 TAO= TT - BN 
4170 IF E(J) <> 0 THEN PARZ(I,J) = D(J )*2.7183"(-K(J)*TA0))*2.7183. (K(J )* 
B ( J) ) -1) 
4180 IF E(J) <> 0 THEN PARQ(I,J) = D(J)*2.7183.(-K(J)*TA0)*2.7183.(K(J)* 
B ( J ) ) -D ( J ) * 2 . 7 18 3 . ( -K ( J ) *TAO+ E ( J ) * B ( J ) * 2 . 718 3 . ( -K ( J ) *TAO ) * 2 . 718 3 . ( K ( J ) * B ( J ) ) -
(E(J)*2.7183. (-K(J)*TA0)*2.7183.(K(J)*B(j ))J/K(J)+(E(J)*2.7183.(-K(J)*TAO))/K(J) 
4190 I =I+ 1 
4200 TT= TT+ T . 
4210 GOTO 4070 
4220 Z(J) = I 
4230 NEXT J 
4240 Y = 0 
4250 FOR I= l TON 
4260 IF Z(I) >= Y THEN Y = Z(I) 
4270 NEXT I 
4280 FOR J = 1 TON 
4290 FOR I= Z(J) TOY 
4300 PARQ(l,J) = 0 
4310 NEXT I 
4320 NEXT J 
4330 FOR I = 1 TOY 
4340 Q(I ) = 0 
4350 FOR J = 1 TON 
4360 Q(l) = Q(I) + PARQ(I,J) 
4370 NEXT J 
4380 NEXT I 
4390 PRINT "PLEASE ENTER YOUR NAME: 
4400 INPUT N$ 
4410 LPRINT . : LPRINT 
4420 LPRINT "OPERATOR'S NAME : ";NS 
4430 LPRINT: LPRINT LPRINT: LPRINT 
4440 TT= 0 
4450 LPRI NT II TIME 
4460 LPRINT" 
RAINFALL 
4470 LPRINT "(MINUTES) (INCHES) 
4480 LPRI NT "--------- . ======== 
4490 LPRINT: LPRINT 
4500 FOR I= 1 TON 
4510 TT= TT+ B(I) 
4520 LPRINT' ';TT;TAB(l3); 





4540 LPRINT USING "UUU########### .##1" ;RE( I); 
45 50 LPRI NT us ING "#####U#######. ####### 11 ; K (I) 
4560 NEXT I 
4570 LPRINT: LPRINT: LPRINT: LPRINT 
4580 LPRINT "----------------------" 
4590 LPRINT "WATERSHED INFORMATION" 





4610 LPRINT: LPRINT 
4620 .LPRINT"DRAINAGE AREA OF WATERSHED ='' ;DA; "ACRES" 
4630 L PRINT" TIME OF CONCENTRATION =" ; TC;" MINUTES" 
4640 LPRINT"PERCENTAGE OF WATERSHED THAT IS IMPERVIOUS ="; (DOI + PERIMP(*lOO; 
PERCENT" 
4650 LPRINT"PERCENTAGE OF WATERSHED THAT IS DIRECTLY DRAINED IMPERVIOUS AREA ="; 
DDI*lOO;"PERCENT" 
4660 LPRINT"MAXIMUM INFILTRATION CAPACITY FOR THE PERVIOUS SOIL =";MAXIN;"INCHES" 
4670 IF INFTEC = 1 THEN GOTO 4720 
4680 LPRINT"HORTON I S INITIAL INFILTRATION RATE =" ;HIIR;" IN/HR" 
4 6 9 0 L PR I NT" HOR TOW S LIM IT I NG I NF I LT RA TI ON RATE = " ; H LI R ; " I N / HR" 
4700 LPRINT"HORTON 1 S DEPLETION COEFFICIENT =";HK;" 11HouR·· 
4710 GOTO 4730 
4720 LPRINr SCS CURVE NUMBER FOR THE PERVIOUS AREA =" ;CN 
4730 LPRINT LPRINT: LPRINT: LPRINT 
4740 LPRINT HYDROGRAPW 
4750 LPRINT 
4760 LPRINT TIME 
4770 LPRINT MINUTES 
4780 LPRINT ======= 
4790 LPRINT 
4800 TT = 0 
4810 FOR I = 1 TOY 
ROUTED HYO RO GRAPH° 
CFS" 
4820 LPRINT TT; TAB(l8); 
4830 LPRINT USING "##U.U";Q(I) 
4840 TT= TT+ T 
4850 NEXT I 
4860 END 
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OPERATOR'S NAME: CHERYL BROOKS 
TIME 1 RAINFALL 














26. 67 2 
325.987 
20.745 
DRAINAGE AREA OF WATERSHED= 35 ACRES 
TIME OF CONCENTRATION= 11 MINUTES 
1 K1 VALUE 





PERCENTAGE OF WATERSHED THAT IS IMPERVIOUS= 70 PERCENT 
PERCENTAGE OF WATERSHED THAT IS DIRECTLY DRAINED IMPERVIOUS AREA =70 PERCENT 
MAXIMUM INFILTRATION CAPACITY FOR THE PERVIOUS SOIL= 999 INCHES 












































GENERATED HYDROGRAPHS FOR 




Synthetic urban hydrographs from the highway watershed are 
presented in Figures 62 through 71. The k value for the watershed 
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Figure. 62. Cali bra ti on and Comparison with Observed Data 
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Figure 63. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
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Figure 64- Calibration and Comoarison with Observed Data 
from May 15, 1976. Highway Watershed. 
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Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
from May 15, 1976. Highway Watershed. 
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Figure 66- Calibration and Comoarison with Observed Data 
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Figure 57. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
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Figure 68, Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
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Fi g·ure 69. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
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Figure 70. Verification and Comparison with Observed Data 
from July 7, 1976. Highway Watershed. 
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Figure 71. Verification and Comoarison with Observed Data 
from July 7, 1;76. ~ighway Watershed. 
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Single-Family Residential Watershed 
/ 
Syn th et i c urban hydrographs from the resident i a 1 watershed 
are presented in Figures 72 through 81. The k value for the 
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Figure 73. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
from June 16, 1974. Residential Watershed. 
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Figure 74. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
from t1ay 7, 1975. Residential ~Jatershed. 
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Figure 75. Calibration and Corr.oarison with Observed Data 
from May 7- 1975. Residential Watershed. 
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Figure76. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
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Figure 77. Calibration and Comoarison with Observed Data 
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Figure 78 . Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
from July 18, 1974. Residential Watershed . 
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Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
from July 18, 1974. Residential \~atershed. 
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Figure 80. VPrification and Comparison with Observed Data 
from June 3, 1974. Residential Watershed. 
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Figure 81. Verification and Comoarison with Observed Data 
from June 3, 1974. Residential Watershed. 
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Multifamily Residential Watershed 
/ 
Synthetic urban hydrographs from the multifamily watershed 
are presented in Figures 82 through 89. The k value for the 
watershed is .2 minutes-l and the time of concentration is 4 
minutes. 
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Figure 82. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
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Figure 83. Calibrat~on and Comoarison with Observed Data 
from r1ay 26, 1978. ·Mult-Res Watershed. 
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Figure 84. Calibration and Comoarison with Observed Data 
from August 8, 1977. Mult-Res Watershed. 
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Figure 85. Calibration and Comoarison with Observed Data 
from August 8, 1977. Mult-Res Watershed. 
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Figure 86. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
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Figure 87. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
from t1arch 3, 1978. Mult-Res Watershed. 
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Corrmercial Area Watershed 
Synthetic urban hydrographs from the commercial watershed are 
presented in Figures 90 through 101. The k value for the 
/ 
watershed is .15 minutes-l and the time of concentration is 7 
minutes. 
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Figure 90. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
from S€ptember 10, 1976. Commercial Watershed. 
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Figure 91. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
from Seotember 10, 1976. Commercial Watershed. 
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Figure 92. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
from August ] 1, 19 76. Corrmerci al Watershed. 
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Figure 93. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
from ·August 11, 1976. Commercial Watershed. 
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Figure 94. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
from September 7. 1975. Commercial Watershed. 
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Figure 95. Calibration and Comoarison with Observed Data 
from September 7, 1975. Corrmercial Watershed. 
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Figure _96. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
from June 17, 1975. Commercial Watershed. 
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Figure 97. ca·l i.bration and Comoarison with Observed Data 
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Calibration and Comoarison with Observed Data 
from June 23, 1975. Contne re i a 1 Watershed. 
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Figure 99. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
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Verification and Comparison with ObservPd 
from r1ay 9, 1977. Commercial Watershed. Data 
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Figure 101. Verification and Comparison with Observed Data 




Gallagher Ditch Watershed 
Syn th et i c rura 1 hydrographs from Ga 11 agher Ditch Watershed 
are presented in Figures 102 through 109. The k value for the 
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Figure 102. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
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Figure -103. Calibration and Comoarison with Observed Data 
from May 23, 1984. · Gallagher Ditch Watershed. 
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Figure_ 104. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
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Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
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Figure 106. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
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Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
from June 26, 1983. Gallagher Ditch Watershed. 
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Figure 108. Verification and Comoarison with Observed Data 
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Verification and Comparison with Observed Data 
from June 18~ 1982. Gallagher Ditch Watershed. 
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Figure 110 . Cali bra ti on and Comparison with Observed Data 
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Figure 111. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
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Figure 112. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
from August 5, 1984. Hickory Creek Watershed. 
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from March 8, 1983. Hickory Creek Watershed. 
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Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
from March -s, 1983. Hickory Creek vJatershed. 
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Figure 116. Verification and Comparison with Observed Data 
from February J 3, 1983. Hickory Creek ~Jatershed. 
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Figure 117. Verification and Comparison with Observed Data 
from February 13, 1983. Hickory Creek Watershed. 
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Brooker Creek Watershed 
Synthetic rural hydrographs from Brooker Creek watershed are 
presented in Figures 118 through 123. The k value for the 
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Figure 118. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
from April 9-20, 1982. Brooker Creek Watershed. 







Figure 119 . 
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Calibration and Comp~rison with Observed Data 
from April 9-20, 1982. Brooker Creek Watershed. 
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Figure 120. Cali bra ti on and Comparison with Observed Data 
from September 8-19, 1983. Brooker Creek Watershed. 
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Figure 121. Calibration and Comparison with Observed Data 
from September 8-19, 1983. Brooker Creek Watershed. 
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Figure 122 Verification and Comparison with Observer! Data 
from September 5-16, 1982. Brooker Creek Watershed. 
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Figure 123L Verification and Comparison with Observed Data 
from September 5-16, 1982 . Brooker Creek Watershed. 
APPENDIX D 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF 






Test of Hypothesis and Confidence Interval 
"yes" or "no 11 of all hydrographs from the seven 
watersheds in Florida that meet the hydrograph 
criteria of this thesis 
/ Where "yes 11 means that the sum of the squared error 
value is lower for the continuous convolution model 
than the Santa Barbara Urban Hydrograph model 
11 yes" or II no" of the tested- hydrographs from the 
seven watersheds 
p is the proportion of yes answers for all 
population _ hydrographs 
"" 
pis the proportion of yes answers for hydrographs 
from the seven watersheds; p = 37/45 = .822 
Assumptions: 1. Sample selections are independent and random. 
2. Sample size is large enough to apply central 
limit theorem. This means the sampling 
distribution of pis approximately normal. 
Test of Hypothesis with = .01 
H
0
: p = • 5 
Ha: p > • 5 
Test Statistic: Z = -·-8-22---•5_ 
✓.25;45 
= 4.3231 
Reject ion Region: ReJ·ect H if Test Statistic> 2.33 
0 -
Conc l usion: Reject H . There is evidence to suggest that 
continuo8s convolution produces smaller error over 
50 percent of the time. 
Observed Significance Value< .001 
95 Percent Confidence Interval . 
/ 
.822 .:'.:_ 1.96 J 
[.7105, .934] 
166 
.822 ( .188) 
45 
The continuous convolution model produces smaller 
error than the SBUH model between 71.1% and 93.4% 
of the time. 
Test of Hypothesis and Confidence Interval 
Population: "yes" or "no" of all hydrographs from the seven 
watersheds in Florida that meet the hydrograph 





Where "yes" means that the sum of the squared error 
value is lower for the continuous convolution model 
than the Soil Conservation Services' Unit Hydrograph 
model 
"yes" or "no" of the tested hydrographs from the 
seven watersheds 
p is the proportion of yes answers for all 
population hydrographs 
A 
p is the proportion of yes .answers for hydrographs 
from the seven watersheds; p = 44/45 = .978 
1. Sample selections are independent and random. 
2. Sample size is large enough to apply the central 
limit theorem. Jhis means the sampling 
distribution of pis approximately normal. 
95 Percent Confidence Interval 
t 
.978 + 1.96 
[.935, l] 
167 
j (.978)(.022) 45 
The continuous convolution model produces smaller 
error than the SCS-UH model between 93.5% and 100% 
of the time. 
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